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MyCloudIT: The Fast, Easy Way to 
Deploy Networks in Microsoft Azure

Here’s what every Partner needs to know about Microsoft Azure: as a 
flexible cloud platform that enables you to quickly design, deploy, and 
manage client networks globally, Microsoft Azure makes growing your 
business easy. 

Microsoft Azure supports the broadest range of operating systems, 
applications, databases, and devices so you can easily integrate your 
clients’ existing IT environments into the cloud. On top of that, Azure 
cloud service gives you choices to maximize your existing resources 
and investments. The Azure platform runs on a global network of 
Microsoft-managed data centers across 22 regions worldwide. Since 
Azure supports the same technology solutions that millions of IT 
providers know and rely on, you’re able to use the skills you already 
possess to manage enterprise apps faster and with greater expertise.

The benefits of leveraging Microsoft Azure for your end-users are clear, 
but what if there was a way to automatically deploy and manage Remote 
Desktop Services in the Azure cloud using your own Microsoft Azure 
credentials? With MyCloudIT, all of that – and much more – is possible.

Deliver Automated Solutions in    
Microsoft Azure
MyCloudIT was conceived in April 2013 when the founders of the 
company got frustrated with the IT offerings in the market while 
trying to start the company operations. They decided to create the 
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first IT network automation solution based on IaaS (Infrastructure 
as a Service) in Azure, and MyCloudIT was born. As a software 
platform that makes delivering client desktops, applications, and IT 
infrastructure a breeze, MyCloudIT is the first product of its kind.

95% Reduction in Setup Time
With MyCloudIT, your clients can be up and running in the Microsoft 
Azure cloud in no time. All you need to do is set up a MyCloudIT 
account, enter your Azure credentials, select a template based on 
your clients’ network requirements, and deploy your new configured 
desktops in a flash. You can eliminate up to 95% of the time it takes 
to setup and configure your end-user networks with our Azure 
automation platform – without requiring any on-premises equipment 
for your customers.

Transform Your IT from CAPEX to OPEX 
Give end-users the ability to significantly save time and money: 
instead of purchasing new hardware and licenses upfront (CAPEX), 
bundle those IT expenses into a single, monthly payment (OPEX) 
using your own Azure subscription (Free Trial, EA, Open, Direct, CSP) 
or purchasing directly from MyCloudIT. By automating the delivery of 
networks in your Microsoft Azure account, you can save yourself the 
long hours of configuration, deployment, and maintenance.
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Support Multiple Devices & Machines
MyCloudIT allows you to become a global Desktops-as-a-Service 
provider. You’re equipped with an automated platform that supports 
multiple devices – including Windows and Mac machines, thin 
clients, Android or iPad tablets, and smartphones. Take advantage of 
MyCloudIT to expand your client base without increasing overhead.

Our Partnership
With all of your client network deployment and management 
done from a single, user-friendly dashboard, you can scale your 
organization quickly and expand your capabilities. Contact us today 
to learn more!

You’re equipped with an automated platform 
that supports multiple devices – including 
Windows and Mac machines, thin clients, 
Android or iPad tablets, and smartphones.”
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